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Abstract 

In the tradition of the generative school of thought in l in gui stic s, the 

Universal Grammar (UG) is in the forefront in shifting linguistics from 

be havi or al to co gni tiv e science making linguistics an integral part of 

the study of cognition (Bocckx 2008:6-9). The study of linguistic theory 

foclises on the knowledge of language and the acquisition thereof. 

Hence, language theory becomes inseparable from the theory of 

language acquisition. With linguistlc competence that a native speaker 

(NS) possesses, the tacit know ledge embedded in the cognitive system 

of the NS is necessary to be studied for the characterization and the 

dlscovery of the linguistic properties w ithin the premises of UG. The 

study of the Internalized linguistic system of NS bears obvious 
Implications in the description and analysis of a particular linguistic 

system. By llsing the Minimalist Program, this paper deals w ith the 

linguistIC analysis on the Cebllano and Malay languages in particular 

the computation towards Logical Form - the narrow syntax (Chomsky 

2004:4). This paper a ttem pt s to analyze the predicate and the temporal 

layers of the clause structures of the said languages. The focused 
clause structures herein are those of the ditr an sitiv es. Ditransitivcs, 

often called triadic verbs, are a type of predicate with three arguments 

in its argument/thematic structure. Sentential constructions involving 
ditransitive or triadic verbs have two internal arguments and one cxtcmal 

argument. The basic notion here is that dltransitives are a type of 

transItive verbs w ith tw o objects, traditionally know n as direct object 
and indirect object, in the domain of the VP structure. In the study of 

ditransitives, there IS a need to delve more into the syntactic and 

semantic properties of this particular predicate type concerning 

computatIon w herein the arguments and the theta roles arc economically 
addressed. rn particular, the syntactic phenomena are concerned with 

the case properties of arguments and the conditions associated with 

the assignment of case. Ditransitives, in Malay and Cebuano, project 

different cartographies ow mg to the fact that Cebuano is a predicate· 
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illitial lallguage w hile Malay is subJect-mi tial typologic ally. The findings 

of this study w ill contribute to the current studies on generative 

linguistics, the MinimalIst Program, typology, and Austronesian 

linguistics. 

Introduction 

This paper deals with the attempt m the analysis and diScussion on 
ditransitives in Cebuano and Malay languages. This paper aims to contribute 
to the study of Austronesian lingUIstics partlcltlarly m the fields of syntax, 
morphosyntax, and typology Cebuano is one of the major languages m the 
PhilIppmes spoken by 30 millIon speakers concentrated in Visayas and 
Mindanao. The Cebuano data is from the speakers of Davao RegIOn, hence, 
Cebuano-Davao vanety The data is elicited by making use of the elicitmg 
matenals developed by the Department of Lmguistics, College of Social 
SCICnccs, University of the Philippmes. Other Cebuano informants are also 
consulted for cross-checkmg and validation. On the other hand, the Malay 
language, spoken by 21 millIon speakers in Malaysia, refers to Bahasa 
MalaysIa which is the national language of Malaysia. The Malay data is 
fi·om the speakers of Kuala Lumpur Federal Terntoty These native speakers 
are the students who are taking up Filipino language courses at the 
Department of Southeast ASian Studies, Faculty of Arts and SOCial SCiences, 
U11Iversily of Malaya. It is standard practice 111 generative l111guistIcs 111 

relying on the grammatical Judgment of native speakers on utterances (Adger 
2003.2-6). The use of corpora IS deemed secondary due to the limitation of 
possible structural descriptions inherent to the usc of a corpus. 

The Minimalist Program: A Brief Sketch 

ThiS paper makes use of the Minimalist Program (MP) in the analysis the 
dala. Marantz (1995.352) conSiders MP as another version of the Principles 
and Parameters Approach. The foremost publications which deal with MP 
are the A Minimalist Program for Linguistic T heory (Chomsky, 1993) 
and the Minimalist Program (Chomsky, 1995a). The MI11Imalist Program 
assumes the architecture of the Principles and Parameters Theory I In MP, 
language is conSidered as a mental object. As the most current version of 
generatIve Imguistics, MP deals With the questions on the nature of the 

The caveat is that some basic ideas, concepts, and conditions in OB are either totally 
eliminated or revised such as OS, SS, X-Bar Theory, Case Theory, and others. It is onc or the 
principal reasons why knowledge or OB is required and or presupposed berore embarking on 
the theoretical shores or MP 
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knowledge oflanguage and the acqUisition oflanguage. Thus, the fonnulation 
of the Umversal Grammar (UG) is included pervasively 111 the standard 
"terature of generative linguisllcs. The Universal Grammar is a set of  
pnnclples and parameters which constrains all human languages. These 
principles arc unifonn and constant across all languages. The parameters 
are the ones responsible for language variation. The most commonly cited 
pnnciple is that of the Structure Dependency Principle which deals with 
the restrictIOn of the movement of a constituent in a sentence. Movement 
III a sentence depends on the structure of the sentence In a particular 
language and not on the hnear order of the sentence. 

The theory ofUG is concerned with the core grammar which entails 
pnnciples, parameters, and the knowledge of the lexicon of the language. 
UG is conceptualized as part of the human gcnetic constitution that makes 
a child acqUlrc language when he is exposed to the said language. In the 
layman's term, It means that the child IS already hard-wired or predisposed 
to learn a language as part of his natural make-up. The next thmg he needs 
after birth is thc primary language data available to him 111 his environment. 

The representation below in Figure 1 shows the language acquisition process 
which every child of LI acquirer goes through. 

Pnmary 
Lmguistic Data 

(PLD) 

Universal 
Grammar 

(UG) 

Figure 1. LanguageAcquisition Process 

Particular 
Grammar (PG) 

Chomsky sees UG "as the theory of the initial cognitive state" 
(Chomsky 200 I 8). By vlftue of the child's experience of being exposed to 
the first language, the chdd IS deemed as being exposed to the primary 
ImgUlstic data (PLD). His expenence II1cludes h,s observation on how people 
around him usc language. Such expenence serves as the lnput to the UG. 
Whatever the PL D is, this helps in detennining the particular grammar 
(read. particular language) that the child will eventually acquire. The 
particular grammar is derived from the UG by fixing the given parameters 
In either of the two options similar to the fashion of "on" or "off' I ike a 
switch. The child's task is to come up with his first language with specific 
rules which he will eventually induce as the result of hiS exposure to the 
PL D in accordance to and Within the confines of the lIlvanant rules of the 
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UnIversal Grammar. Clearly speaking, his major lmguistlc task In the coursc 
of language acquisltJon is to fix the parametric options In the mitlal state 
whIch UG provides. Where language acquisition IS deemed as a creative 
process, It makes thc child capable of understanding and uttering novel 
sentences whIch are not even heard beforehand. Language in thIs sense 
can be defined as the product or output of the interactIOn of the PLD and 
the UG. 

Adoptmg cognitive approach to the study oflanguage, Chomsky uses 
the terms mtcrnahzed language (I-language) and cxternalized language (E
language). The dIstinctIon ofthese two aspects oflanguage IS as follows. 1-
language is the mcntahst representation of the knowledge oflanguagc that 
every natIve speaker possesses. This aspect of language occupies the very 
core of the syntactic investigatIOn of Chomskyan linguistIcs. I-languagc 
can be deduced as the statc oflanguage faculty which is a mental component 
(Chomsky, 2001.48). Since thIS aspect of language IS a mental property, 
Chomskyan lmguistlcs becomes an alhed field of psychology In thIS respect. 
It is at this pomt that Linguistics meets Psychology. E-language on the 
other hand is the aspect oflanguage which can be observed and is influenced 
by external factors such as the environment, physiology, society, and other 
factors external to the human brain. This IS the updated definition of the 
term tradItIOnally known as performance 111 the ear her versions of 
transformatIOnal grammar This aspect of language becomes and always 
be the very core of study of applied lingUIstIcs. This type ofhnglllsl1cs is 
alhed with SOCIOlogy, among others, where it focuses on the aspects of the 
usc of language in the socIety Linguistics as a scienti fic field ofmquiry has 
nothmg to do with E-language which, in return, must be confined In the 
realm of social sciences. Assuming Strong Lexicalist Hypothesis', the 
analysis is made by use of Phase Theory) and Feature Checking' 

Strong Lexicalis! Hypothesis holds llJa! all Ic)(ic�1 items are either fully derived or inflected 
before entering inlo computation (Wcbdhuth 1995:26�27). This holds further that the 
morphological operations in the lexica! component restrict the syntactic operations as 
renccled by the argument/thematic structure of the verb. 
Phase Theory is expounded in Chomsky (2001 2004. 2006) which holds that there are 
three core functional categories, namely. C, T and v. In this theory, computation is done by 
phase headed by C and v where CP is a clause and vP hus the complete argument/thematic 
strlLcture represented. After the phase is formed, phase undergoes transfer thereby making 
the head and domain of the phase impenetrable by virtue or Phase Impenetrability Condition 
(PIC). 

� Feature Checking holds thai DPs may have its formal features checked in other syntactic 
positions. In the case or Case-features, theta-positions do 110t necessarily provide the locus of 
checking Case-reatures, thus instigating A-mO\lement under Last Reson condition (Chomsky 
1995 228-229). 
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Oitransitives in Cebuano and Malay 

Ditransitlves, often called triadic verbs, are a type of predicate with three 
arguments 111 its argument/thematic structure. Sentcntlal constructions 
1l1volving dltransiuve or tnadic verbs have two internal arguments and one 
extcrnal argument. The basic notion here is that ditransitives are a type of 
transitive verbs with two objects, traditionally known as direct object and 
mdlrect object, In the domain of the verb phrase (VP) structurc. Tn the 
process, dltransil1ve constructions subsumed many names and got involved 
with vanous phenomena such as double object constructIOn, dative Shift, 
and applicatlves, to name a few In general, such phenomena revolve around 
the need to delve more inlo the syntactic and semantic properties of the 
dltransitlves concern1l1g computation wherein the arguments and the theta 
roles are addressed accordingly In particular, these phenomena are 
concerned with the case properties of arguments and the conditions 
associated with the assignment/checking of case. 

Ditrallsitive Verbs: Argumellt/T hematic Stfllctllres 

In relation to the lexicon ofCebuano and Malay languages, this subsection 
deals wllh the morphosyntactic properties ofthe verbs of the aforementIOned 
languages. The examples of ditransltives m Cebuano are tabulated in Table 
I below Following Table I are the sample sentences using the ditransltive 
verbs with the argument/thematic structure of each verb. 

No Cebuano Gloss 

I maghalag to give someone something 

2 mag-mgon to speak to someone somethmg 

3 mag-Isplika to explain to someone something 

4 magpadala to send someone something 

5 magpahibalo to Illfonn someone of something 

6 magpaklta to show someone somethmg 

7 magsulat to write someone something 

8 magsultl to tell someone somethmg 

9 magtabang to help someone on something 

10 magtudlo to teach someone something 

Table I Examples of Cebuano Ditransitives 
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Table I presents len samples of ditransitive verbs each of which is 
innected with the actor-focus verbalizIng prefix mag- signifying 
contemplative aspect of the verb. Cebuano verb is innectcd primarily with 
threc aspect" namely, contemplative with the prefix mag-, ImperfectIve 
with the prefix gao, and perfective with the prefix /Jag-. For sentential 
projection purposes, the selected verbs in Table I are given sample sentences 
below. 

a. Gahatag 51 Juan ug bulak kang Teresa. 
Imp-Act-give Det Juan Oct nower to Teresa 

'Juan is giving Jlowers to Teresa. ' 

b. gahatag: Y. <source, theme, recipient> 

2. a. Nagpadala SI Juan ug hmabang kang Teresa. 
Perf-Act-send Det Juan Oct help to Tcresa 
'Juan sent a gift to Teresa. ' 

b. nagpadala. V <source, theme, benefactive> 

3 a. Magtudlo si Juan ug Cebuano kang Teresa. 
Cont-teach Det Juan Oct Cebuano to Teresa 
'Juan will teach Teresa Cebuallo .. 

b. magtudlo. V' <agent, theme, goal> 

All the verbs in sentences 1-3 are prefixed With actor-focus verbalizing 
affixes which also inflect the verbs with different aspects. In sentence 
(1a), the verb gahatag 'is giving' is in the Imperfective aspect and has 
three theta roless to dIspense, namely, source, theme, and recipient as 
reflected in the argument/thematic structure m (I b). The DP si Juan is the 
canomcal structural realization (CSR) of the source theta role; DP ug bulak 

'a flower , the CSR of theme theta role; and PP kang Teresa 'to Teresa' 

the CSR of recipient theta role. In sentence (2a), the verb nagpadala 'sent' 

IS 111 perfective aspect and has three theta roles to assIgn, namely, source, 
theme, and benefactive as reflected in the argument/thematic structure \0 

(2b). The DP si Juan IS the CSR of the source theta role; DP ug hinabang 

the CSR of theme theta role; and PP kang Teresa 'to Teresa' the CSR of 
benefactive theta role. In sentence (3a), the verb magtudlo 'will teaelr 'IS 

� Theta roles are semantic relationships of the determiner phrases (01') to the verb or 
predicate. 
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In the contemplative aspect and has three theta roles to assign, namely, 
agent, theme, and goal as reflected in the argument/thematic structure in 
(3b). The DP si Juan is CSR of the agent theta role; DP ug Cebuano 'the 

Cebuano language' the CSR of theme theta role; and PP kang Teresa 

'10 Teresa' the CSR of goal theta role. 
In the case of Malay, the examples ofditransitive verbs are tabulated 

\0 Table 2 below Sample sentences reflecting the sentential projection of 
sclected verbs follow thereafter. 

No. Ditransitives Gloss 

I meletak to place, put something 
2 memaklumkan to Infonn someone something 
3 memberi to give someonc something 

4 memberi tahu to tell someone something 
5 memperoleh to acqUIre somethmg from 

someone 

6 mendapa! to get somethmg from someone 

7 mendenna to donate something to someone 

8 menerima to receive something to someone 

9 menghantar to send something to someone 

10 menglflm to mail something to someone 

Table 2. Examples of Malay Ditransitives 

Table 2 presents ten samples of Malay ditransitive verbs each of 
which is inflected With the actor-focus verbalizmg prefix meN- Malay 
verbs are generally not inflected with aspect or tense. Temporal properties 
are slgmfied by temporal adverbs or by lexicalized aspect markers such as 
scdang 'is/are' for imperfective, akan 'will/shall' for contemplative, and 
sudah/telah 'was/were' for perfective. However, there is common 
consensus among Malay lingUists that Malay sentences are finite by default 
III the absence of temporal signals. For sentential projection purposes, 
selected verbs 111 Table 2 are given sample sentences below 

4. a. Jurujual Itu akan meletak tanda harga pada barangan itu. 
salesclerk the will put Sign price on merchandise 
the 
'The salesclerk will put the price tag 01/ the merchandise .. 
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b. meletak. V <agent, theme, goal> 
5 a. KeraJaan akan mcmberi bantuan kepada mangsa tsunamI itu. 

government will give aid to vIctim tsunami the 
The government will give aid to the tsunami victims .. 

b. memben V <source, theme, benefactive> 

6. a Pejabat kami sedang menenma ban yak aduan daripada 
pelanggan. 
office our is receive many feedback from 
customer 
'Our office receives feedback from the customers 

b. mcnenma: Y-<recipient, theme, source> 

All the verbs in sentences 4-6 are prefixed with actor-focus verbalizing 
affix meN- whIch does not carry the aspectual property In sentence (4a), 
the verb meletak 'PilI' has three theta roles to dispense, namely, agent, 
thcme, and goal as reflected In the argument/thematic structure in (4b). 
The DP jurujual itu 'lire salesclerk' is the CSR of the agent theta role; 
DP tanda harga 'price lag' the CSR of theme theta role; and PP pada 

barangan itu 'on tire merclrandise' the CSR of goal theta role. In sentence 
(Sa), the verb memberi 'give' has three theta roles to assign, namely, 
source, theme, and benefactive as reflected In the argument/themal1c 
structure in (5b) The D P keraj aan 'government' IS the CSR of the source 
theta role; DP bantuan 'aid' the CSR of theme theta role; and PP kepada 

mangsa tsunami itu 'to tire Isunami victims' the CSR of benefactive 
theta role. In sentence (6a), the verb menerima 'receive' has three theta 
roles to assign, namely, recipIent, theme, and source as reflected in the 
argument!thematlc structure in (6b). The DP pejabat kami 'our office' is 
CSR of the recipient theta role; DP banyak aduan 'many feedback' the 
CSR of theme theta role; and PP daripada pelanggan 'frolll I"e cllslolllers' 

the CSR of source theta role. 
HaVIng presented the samples of ditransltlve verbs and their argument! 

thematiC structures, the next subsectIon presents the analysis and discussion 
on the structural relations and cartography of d,transltive pred,cates. 

Ditrallsitive Verbs: Structural Relations alld Cartography 

In relation to derivation of structural descriptIons, the dItransltive 
cartographies are represented in this subsection showing the lexical 
projectIon of some sample sentences. Central to MP cartography IS the use 
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of TP template" In representing structures and the employment of VP
Shell Analysis7 and Uniformed Theta Assignment HypothcslsS By using 
sentences (I a) and (4a) as examples for structural representatIon, their 
cartographies are graphIcally represented below in (7) and (8) in the 
succeedmg pages. 

7 TP 

� 
T 

gahatag 
.. 

vP 

DP 

v � si Juan 

1 _ _ _ _ _  _ 

gahatag 
I .. 
I DP� 

v �  - - Y I ug bulak 

�gaalllr.,aiHt.,.a1!g kang Teresa 

I 
I 

1- _ _  Y 

Assuml11g that syntactic structures are derived in a bottom-up fashIOn, 
the denvation of (7) IS as follows. the syntactic object PP kang Teresa 'to 

Teresa' is formed by the merger operation between DP Teresa and the 
preposition kang 'to' Such merger IS made with the checking and valuing 
of the oblIque case of the DP Teresa by the preposItIon head kang 'to' 

TP template makes usc Tense Phrase erp) which rewrites as Determiner Phrase - Tense 
Aspect/lnnection - VP This TP is headed by the by the functional head T which is the 
locus for all temporal properties of the structural description (Carnie2007:210-213). 
Also callcd I"arsonian structure, Chomsky calls it VP shell (1995:62). The VP shell analysis 
was called as such by Richard Larson in 1988 in his published qrticle On the Double Object 
Construction in his attempt to shcd light on the structures of ditransitivcs. Tcchnically, the 
YP shell is composed of a higher VP which is headed by a null V to which the lexical verb 
moves or adjoins to and a lower VP containing the lexical verb and its complement (Larson 
1988:350-351). The current reading is that the VP shell has both the small vP and the big 
VP which is the locus of the external and internal arguments (Roeckx 2008: 132). 
Uniformed Theta Assignmcnt Hypothesis (UTAH) holds that arguments are assigned theta 
roles in their theta positions irrespective of verb morphology which bears on the preservation 
or the word order in any particular language. Radford (2009:484) explains that" .eaeh 
theta-role assigned by a particular kind of predicate is canonically associated with a specific 
syntactic position 
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Th,s prepoSltion phrase (PP) IS then merged with the lexical verb gahatag 

'is givil/g' forming the V' gahatag kang Teresa 'is givil/g 10 Teresa' 

ThIs build111g of the intermediate structure V' facilitates the assignment of 
the goal theta role to the PP kang Teresa '/0 Teresa'. This particular V' 
is then merged wIth the DP ug bulak formmg the big VP ug bulak gahatag 

kang Teresa 'ajloH'er is givil/g 10 Teresa' Observe the ungrammatlcality 
of thIs utterance which IS caused by the non-satisfactIOn of the requirement 
of the morphology of verb whIch can be satisfied only via movement as 
shown (7). By vIrtue of VP Shell Analysis, the small v IS posIted whIch 
attracts the lexical verb to adJOIn itself to the small v since the small v is 
affixal by nature" Such movement of the verb gahatag 'is givil/g' IS 

represented WIth the broken arrow and with the strikethrough on the copy 
ofthe verb gahataglO. ThIs structural configuration facilitates the assIgnment 
of the theme theta role to the DP ug bulak 'ajlmver' by the lexical verb 
gahatag 'is givil/g' It also checks and values the accusatIve case of the 
DP ug bulak 'ajlower'. 

With lexical verb adjoined to the small v, this creates the intermedIate 
structure small v' and signals the merging of another DP si Juan The 
budd111g of the small vP facilitates the assignment of the agent theta role to 
the OP si Juan. Bemg merged at [Spec, vP]", the nominatIve case of the 
DP si Juan i s  checked and valued by the complex v+gahatag, the 
eausatJvized version of the lex leal verb gahatag 'is giving' By virtue of 
the Phase Theory, this small vP os a phase smee the argument/thematic 
structure is fully represented. By virtue of PIC, only the edge of the phase 
can be penetrated and not the domain of the verb. The operation Spell-out 
operates on the deletion and removal of the LF-uninterpretable features 
from the narrow syntax. After the removal thereof, such structure is 
transferred to the Phonological Form (pr). 

A fter the small vP underwent transfer, computation continues with 
the causatived verb complex .,+gahatag being moved to the locus ofT and 
projects the structure T' after the merger with its complement small vP It 

9 The small v is the shorthand for the light verb which functions as the head of the vP-shell. 
It is causative by nature and assigns the agent theta role to the subject (Carnie 2007- 377-
380) 

10 A strikethrough represents the copy of a lexical item left behind by the moved clement in 
fhe computation 

11 The notation [Spec. vI'] is read as the Specifier of vP which is the syntactic position for the 
internal subJect-DP which also the syntactic position for assigning nominative case for 
languages like Cebuano but not for Malay. 
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is proposed that in the agentlve constructions, the functional heau T In 
Cehuano is not Imbued with the [Err] feature" and the "Case feature" 
With the absence of these formal features in the Cebuano T, movement of 
the DP si Juan to [Spec, TP]14 is not licensed. The resulting TP is then 
capped with the null cr" with the declaratIve force and IS a phase by 
Itself. The whole sentential structure is convergent at the interfaces and 
therefore it is grammatical. 

8. TP 

D� 
jurujuat itu � 
... 

T vI' 

akan � 
DP v' 

, � 
' - - - - - - y 

v 
mcletak 

+ DP � 
t�nda harg. 

, 
,- - - - - ,. 

pada barangan itu 

In the case of the cartography In (8) thc derivation IS as follows: the 
syntactIc object PP pada barangan itu 'on the merchandise' is formed 
by the merger operation between the already formed DP barangan itu 

'the merchandise' (via merge which is the first syntactic obJcct formed 

12 EPI' me<.lns Extended Projection Principle as used in the Principles and Parameters Approach 
which requires <.III clauses to have a subject. In MP the uninterpretablc [EPr] is carried by 
a functional head or a probe which requires movement of a goal to the functional head's 
specifier position. This goal movement facilitatc� the checking and valuing of the [IIE?P] 
of the functional head and eventually undergoes deletion (Adger 2003 2 11-222). 

11 This notation If Case means un interpretable Case feature which should undergo checking 
and evcntual deletion to ensure the convergence at the interface called logical form (LF). 

I� The notation lSpec. TP] is the shorthand for the syntactic position which serves as the 
landing site for the moved DP which moved out of vP Such movement is motivated by the 
checking and valuing of uninlerprelabtc features . 

• 5 The CP is the complementary phrase which is headed by the functional clement C and is thc 
locus of complementiz-crs in any languages. CP is the cap of all structural derivations. 
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thereof obscured for exposItIon purposes) and the prepositIOn pada 'on' 

Such merger IS made with the checking and valuIng of the oblique case of 
the DP barangan itu 'the merchandise' by the prcpositlon head pada 

'on' ThIs PP IS then merged with the lexical verb meJetak 'put' forming 
the V' meJetak pada barangan itu 'put the price tag on the merchandise' 

thereby facilitating the assIgnment of the goal theta role. This particular V' 
IS then merged with the DP tanda harga 'price tag' formIng the big VP 
This structural configuratIon facihtates the assignment of the thcme theta 
role to the saId DP by the lexical verb meletak 'put' It also checks and 
values the aeeusallve case of the DP tanda harga 'price tag'. By virtue 
ofVP Shell AnalysIs, the small v IS posIted which attracts the lexical verb to 
adJom Itself to the small v smce the small v IS affixal by nature. Such 
movement of the verb meletak 'put' IS represented with the broken arrow 
and the strikethrough on the copy of the verb meletak. 

With lexical verb adJomed to the small v, thIS creates the mtermediate 
structure small v' and sIgnals the merging of another DP jurujual itu 'the 

salesclerk' (formed through the merger ofN jurujual 'salesclerk' and D 
itu 'the'). The building of the syntactic object small vP faCIlitates the 
assIgnment of the agent theta role to the DP tanda harga 'price tag' ThIS 
small v P is a phase smce the argument/thematic structure is fully represented. 
By vIrtue of PIC, only the edge of the phase can be penetrated. The 
operatIon Spell-out operates on the deletion and removal of the LF
unmterpretable features from the narrow syntax. After the removal thereof, 
such structure is transferred to the PF 

After the small vP underwent transfer, computation continues with 
the lexIcal Item akan 'will'bemg drawn from the numeration and projects 
the structure T' whIch sIgnals the merger with its complement the small vP 
Smce the functIonal head T IS Imbued wIth the [EPP] feature and the uCase 
feature, the DP jurujual itu 'the salesclerk' must move to occupy the 
[Spec, TP] to value and check ItS nommatlve case vIa Last Resort" The 
resultmg TP IS then capped wIth the null CP wIth the declarative charge 
and it Itself a phase. The whole sentenl1al structure is convergent at the 
mtcrfaces and therefore it IS grammatIcal. 

I� Last Resort mellI1S that movement operation is licensed only if it allows the elimination of 
uninterprctablc formal features (II ornstein, Nunes, and Grohmann (200S, 293), 
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Conclusion 

As shown In the prcceding sections of thIs paper, Cebuano and Malay 
languages exhibit some similarities and differences. Such similarities and 
differenccs include some morphosyntactlc charactenstics and typologIcal 
aspects. USing the TP template, Cebuano IS VSO and Malay is SVO Since 
T is the 10clIs of the temporal propertlcs III these languages, Malay has the 
leXicalized temporal markers whde Cebuano has the grammatlcalized 
equlvalenl. Such dIfference is clearly seen wherein Malay T dominates the 
lexlcalized markers while Ccbuano T dominates the II1flccted vcrb, thus the 
movement of V to T in Cebuano. On dltransitJves, Cebuano and Malay 
differ In two aspects. First, Cebuano ditransltives are constrained in the 
projeetJon of sentential structures without the verbs aftixed with an agentive 
affix while Malay ditransltives can do so even If sllch verbs arc in bare 
forlll. Secondly, Malay dltransitives neccssltate A-movement of a relevant 
DP to [Spec, TP] while Cebuano does not. Thus, Malay subjects are In 
[Spec, TP] while Cebuano subjects remam at [Spec, vP] This structural 
phenomenon is captured 111 the structural representation wherein Malay 
has the strong EPP feature in the funcllonal head T and Cebuano has weak 
feature. On apphcatives, Cebuano and Malay share some commonalities 
such as that Malay and Cebuano applicatives can be denved from any type 
of predicates unaccusatlve, unergative and accusative by affixing the 
relevant applicative affix thereby augmenting the mherent valence of the 
base verb. Both arpl,catlve structures necessitate A-movement of a relevant 
DP to [Spec, TP] for convergence at the LF and PF mterfaces. By virtue 
of Last Resort, both languages have subjects at [Spec, TP] 
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